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Product Overview 

IntervalZero announces a Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) 2.0 Add-on to the latest version of 

our market-leading hard real-time RTX64 software, which transforms Windows into a real-time 

operating system (RTOS).    
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Modern Ethernet adapters are including features that are not available through the traditional 

TCP/IP stack interface. For example, the Intel i210 includes support for Layer 2 protocols, such as 

IEEE 802.1AS (Time Synchronization) and 802.1Qav (Audio-Video Bridging), as well as hardware 

support for IEEE 802.1Qat (Stream Reservation Protocol) and IEEE 1588/802.1AS (time stamping). 

Many Ethernet adapters also include support for multiple priority queues which allow you to 

isolate time sensitive traffic from other traffic at the hardware layer. 

More and more embedded applications can benefit from these features. Audio-Video streaming, 

low latency data sharing, and priority isolation are just a few. Crucial to many of these 

applications is time synchronization between computers on the LAN. With as IEEE 802.1AS time 

synchronization any two LAN-attached stations can create a common clock accurate to within 

+/- 500ns. A new real-time interface is needed to access these features. 

To exploit these hardware features and offer a faster Ethernet Layer 2 interface, IntervalZero 

developed the RTX64 Network Abstraction Layer (NAL). The RTX64 NAL supplies a simplified API 

which abstracts the caller from the various register configurations which vary from adapter to 

adapter. It also supplies methods to allow direct layer 2 transmit and receive calls within the 

driver, thus eliminating the latencies found in a TCP/IP stack. For example, the user can call a 

transmit function in the driver that allows the caller to pass multiple packets at once. This greatly 

improves performance and allows for transmission of small packets at near line speed. The 

driver will direct the packets through whichever priority queue it was instructed and can call the 

caller back with extended information like the actual transmission time of the packet. 

The RTX64 NAL Add-on is supported for RTX64 3.4 only and is not applicable to earlier versions 

of the RTX64 product.  

RTX64 NAL will be downloadable from the Add-on tab here. 

Features and Benefits 

RTX64 NAL includes: 

 Supports common Network Interface Cards. See the RTX64 NAL Supported NIC 

document for a full list of devices 

 Offers per-frame callbacks for high performance, low latency transmit and receive at 

Layer 2 

 Ability to transmit Ethernet frames close to line-speed 

 Provides burst transmission of Ethernet frames allowing line speed with small packets 

 Supports zero-copy when transmitting multiple frames 

 Supports IEEE-1588 timestamping 

 Enables the use of NIC hardware queues 

http://www.intervalzero.com/rtx-downloads/rtx64-downloads/rtx64-3.0-downloads/
https://www.intervalzero.com/assets/NAL2/RTX64NALSupportedNIC.pdf
https://www.intervalzero.com/assets/NAL2/RTX64NALSupportedNIC.pdf
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 Supports polling of devices 

 

Activation & Licensing 

The IntervalZero product licensing system allows for flexibility in how features are activated and 

deployed. Please click here for an overview of IntervalZero product licensing. The RTX64 NAL 

does not have a separate license.  It only requires that the RTX64 Runtime or SDK be licensed.  

Availability  

RTX64 NAL 2.0 is available beginning May 25, 2018 through Partners and by contacting Sales: 

sales@intervalzero.com or (781) 996-4481.  

We look forward to any comments and feedback. If you have any recommendations, or wish to 

suggest any product enhancements, please contact Product Management at: 

productmanagement@intervalzero.com. 

http://www.intervalzero.com/rtx-product-activation/
mailto:sales@intervalzero.com?subject=Product%20Release%20Notice%20Comments/Questions
mailto:ProductManagement@intervalzero.com?subject=Product%20Release%20Notice%20Comments/Questions

